
 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Remote Learning At-School/Remote Hybrid At-School Learning 

Program Features 
* There is a focus on core, skill-based 
learning with fewer assignments that 
must be completed in order to advance 
academically 
 
* Essential real-time synchronous 
online learning is blended with 
instructional videos, documents, and 
virtual help sessions  
 
* Learning goals & work sent at the 
start of every week  
 
* Rapid feedback 
 
* The district provides a simplified 
online platform to reduce confusion 
(one stop shopping) 
 
* There is clear guidance on how 
students get promoted from current 
classes and grade levels to the next 
year’s courses and grade levels 
 

Safety Features 
* Due to Maine CDC & DOE 
guidelines  there are limited 
people/staff in buildings or on school 
grounds and students only if scheduled; 
no in-person athletics or 
clubs/activities 

Program Features 
Level 1, plus these changes: 

* Students are at school between ⅕  and ½ of 
possible days (from one day a week for every 
student to every other day or a week on/week 
off model) depending on level of concern & 
guidance communicated through Maine DOE 
and CDC guidelines 
 
* Remote learning & support fill in the rest of 
the educational time 
 
* When conditions permit, we will help 
families so that their students in different 
grades can attend school on the same days 
 

Safety Features 
* There is reduced student movement around 
buildings with students staying within 
learning groups or pods to reduce the chance 
of infection 
 
* The District aligns with Maine CDC & 
DOE guidelines regarding face masks, 
checking temperatures, distancing, cleaning & 
sanitizing, limited numbers of people in given 
spaces, and other recommendations 
 
* There is restricted/limited school athletics 
or clubs/activities 
 
* There is restricted use of playgrounds 

Program Features 
* Students are on campus full 
time 
  
* There is a return to traditional 
classes & scheduling 
 
* Remote learning remains 
available to any students in 
quarantine or for those who have 
other documented  needs or 
requirements 
 

Safety Features 
* Precautionary actions 
(staggering arrival and dismissal 
times, for example) based on 
Maine CDC & DOE guidelines 
 
* Schools increasingly return to 
athletics and clubs/activities 
based on MPA guidelines 
 
* There is increasingly regular 
use of playgrounds based on 
Maine CDC & DOE guidelines 

 

Special Considerations:  Accommodations will be made for at-risk students, including students who have 
IEP plans, 504 plans, and who have been identified for alternative education programming. This could include 
increased in-person days ahead of other students. Conversely, the School Department will provide 
accommodations for students who are determined to be medically or socially/emotionally fragile by a 
professional and so may not be able to attend live instruction when other students are able. The School 
Department will create ways to provide in-person support to lower risk factors that come with isolation, and 
ways to flex remote learning for other students throughout the year regardless of the learning model/level 
being implemented for the general student population. 

 


